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Abstract: (1) High school students have mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets, and iPods on them at all times. While our school permits them to use devices in class at teacher discretion, that occurred rarely. Going paperless was a commitment to using existing technology to empower students every day. (2) Can the use of mobile devices increase student opportunity for innovation in the classroom? Will the paperless model change how students organize and use their new knowledge? (3) Student surveys evaluated how often and in what ways students were using mobile technology. Student work was evaluated to using SAMR.1 Work was published along the way on a professional blog at KerryHawk02: Teaching HistoryTech.



(4) Students prefer the paperless model can access notes and class resources anytime and anywhere. They use varying applications to create original multimedia products and share their learning.



Introduction: (1) In recent years the middle and high schools in our district have gone from zero tolerance policies to offering secure wifi access on site for student devices. Still, this did not translate to consistent academic use of these devices in the classroom. Many still saw smartphones as a distraction rather than a powerful learning tool. Common perception was that teenagers only use mobile technology as entertainment and not as a way to accomplish meaningful communication, research, or thinking. (2) Literature Review: a. Travis Allen. iSchool Initiative. http://www.ischoolinitiative.org/#we-inspire-and-educate (Accessed January 13, 2014). i. “The goal is to show ways in which youth are already utilizing mobile technology to enhance their studies, so that educators can go back to class and meet their students on common ground.” ii. “One of the most productive forms of learning is the art of Find, Filter, and Apply. As mountains of new information become available at the touch of a button, the importance of this concept continues to grow.” 1



Puentedura, R. SAMR: An Applied Introduction.
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b. Alan November. Who Owns the Learning?: Preparing Students for Success in the Digital Age. Solution Tree Press. Bloomington, IN. 2012. i. “The responsibility for the quality of the work shifts to the learners. Students can become more engaged in the learning process; they do more, they think more, and they learn more. They also have an opportunity to build their own educational legacy by creating content that will spur ideas for new learning.” c. Tony Wagner. Creating Innovators: The Making of Young People Who Will Change the World. Scribner. New York, NY. 2012. i. “Increasingly in the twenty-first century, what you know is far less important than what you can do with what you know. The interest and ability to create new knowledge to solve new problems is the single most important skill that all students must master today.” d. Tim Panagos. The Future of Education: BYOD in the Classroom. Wired Innovation Insights. September 17, 2013. http://insights.wired.com/profiles/blogs/the-future-of-educationembracing-byod-in-the-classroom#axzz2qKPVXSaO (Accessed January 13, 2014). i. “Today it would be unthinkable not to teach children how to read and to write -- to leverage this old technology -- in order to expand their horizons beyond the spoken word. By the end of the decade, it will be considered just as unthinkable to deprive children of their computational tools for the very same reasoning.” e. Ruben R. Puentedura, Ph.D. SAMR: An Applied Introduction. Hippasus. http://www.hippasus.com/rrpweblog/archives/2014/01/31/SAMRAnAppliedIntroduction.pdf (Accessed February 3, 2014).
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Materials and Methods: (1) Student performance was measured through student work. As the year progressed and the BYOD model was consistently utilized in the classroom, the work products that students were able to create grew from electronic imitation of paper work to completely original multimedia artifacts that demonstrated learning. The teacher gradually gave students more choice over how they proved their learning as well. This was meant to give students more control of their own education and to share with one another and the world via the internet.2 (2) The collection of student work occurred naturally over time as it became more evident that students were enthusiastic about history content that was learned via technology and media. They produced more engaging real-world results when they are able to access technology. Students use a variety of mobile devices including smartphones, tablets, and laptops. There is no requirement in brand name or operating system of these devices. The variety of devices in the room is meant to encourage collaboration and problem solving among students. Some devices are owned by the students. Supplementary iPads are provided for students who do not own mobile devices. After using their devices to create their work, students submit it paperlessly via a weblog, Google Drive, email, or another collaborative sharing tool. Teaching them to create and collaborate using their existing mobile technology is an essential 21st century life skill.3



2 3



November, A. Who Owns the Learning?: Preparing Students for Success in the Digital Age. Paganos, T. The Future of Education: BYOD in the Classroom.
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(3) Data collection was based on student surveys and student work. While some student survey responses were anonymously collected, students tend to want to impress their teachers with their answers. All student work was collected as part of normal class activities and evaluated accordingly. (4) Using the SAMR model, student work was evaluated to determine if BYOD implementation is transforming student learning and their demonstration of that knowledge.4 Student work samples include original images, videos, writings, and presentations. Additionally, when surveyed about what is helpful and what is not helpful about how the class is conducted, the integration of mobile technology was mentioned by the students a majority of the time even without prompting. This proves that it is important to acknowledge that students are already using mobile technology to access information, and teachers need to meet them where they are.5



Results: (1) The population of students who are part of the action research are ninth and tenth graders in an integrated United States and world history classroom. Students attend the public high school in a suburb of a major city. Approximately 15 out of 24 students per class are able to provide their own mobile devices in school. Classes are taught at either an honors or college preparatory level.
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Puentadura, R. SAMR: An Applied Introduction. Allen, T. iSchool Initiative.
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(2) Through the commitment to a paperless model in this action research, student work grew from being a mere substitution for paper work to being completely original tasks previously inconceivable. 6(See Appendices A, B, C, D) Students’ abilities to demonstrate their learning through a variety of methods allows for more creativity and innovation. Students have also been able to produce their work more cooperatively because of the wifi connectivity and the collaborative applications utilized in the classroom. The roll out of BYOD in Reading Public Schools has been a 3 year process. Early on, only a few students and teachers participated and they only used the mobile technology for academic purposes on a sporadic basis. When students were surveyed before the implementation of the paperless model, they reported that they enjoyed the use of mobile devices in school, but they only used them once in a while in classes or on their own during study periods. When students who were part of the action research were surveyed 3 months into the school year they responded favorably toward technology. They asserted that overall it was “helpful” for their learning in class and were able to cite more examples of how they have used it for academic learning. (See Appendix E) (3) Students have grown from demonstrating learning through traditional note-taking and essay-writing to demonstrating learning through the creation of original multimedia products that can be shared with a broader audience. They have become more technologically capable and are learning the nuances of communicating their ideas using a medium that is most effective. They are not just high school students, they are innovators.7



Discussion: (1) Recent literature on student learning advocates creating time and opportunities for students to create original work products rather than for test preparation and standardized testing. In the paperless classroom students can take advantage of the power within their mobile devices. They are able to innovate and create instead of memorize and answer objective questions. (2) The best way to encourage other educators and their students to embrace this new way of teaching and learning is to provide connections with vendors of mobile devices and financial assistance to purchase these devices for disadvantaged families. Additionally, teachers need time to observe one another carrying out this style and model of teaching and learning. Traditional professional development does little to convey the true power of this style of education. Watching teachers and 6 7



Puentadura, A. SAMR: An Applied Introduction. Wagner, T. Creating Innovators: The Making of Young People Who Will Change the World.
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learners collaborating and creating in their real classes is the best way to help professionals learn from best practices and develop their own skills with mobile technology. (3) Up to this point lessons, and therefore research, has been based upon a clear predetermined public school curriculum. Ideally, this method of teaching and learning would provide students with even more choice about what they want to study. (4) We are striving to give students more choice over how they want to study our curriculum and how they want to demonstrate what they have learned. We are also looking forward to providing a place for our colleagues to observe this new methodology in action. So far, four colleagues have come in to observe students in action. More are scheduled to observe within the next month. We presented with students, both remotely and in person, to the Blue Ribbon Conference in Disney World in December. Below is an image of students video conferencing for the presentation and more information about what they said is available at High School Students as Professional Education Consultants. Additionally, we intend to present on our research at an upcoming district conference and at MassCUE in the fall.
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Appendix A SAMR Progress With BYOD: Substitution
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Appendix B SAMR Progress With BYOD: Augmentation
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Appendix C SAMR Progress With BYOD: Modification
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Appendix D SAMR Progress With BYOD: Redefinition
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Appendix E Student Surveys Showing Roll Out and Use of Mobile Devices in School



Students were surveyed during the 20122013 school year and asked how they use their mobile devices in school on the BYOD network. These graphics represent their most common responses. Most academic uses were replacements for traditional paper tasks or for basic internet browser access.



Students in the action research classes were surveyed 3 months into the school year in which the paperless model had been fully implemented. Students reported that keeping track of their work digitally, collaborating with classmates, watching and presenting interactive media, and accessing class materials were especially helpful for their learning. All of these tasks are completed with mobile devices. Some students responded that reading and writing were challenging, but building these skills is important in any history classroom, whether mobile technology is being utilized or not. Overall, when asked which classroom practices are having an impact on student learning, many students responded that the use of mobile technology has been beneficial.
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